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PUBLICATION DISSERTATION OPTION 
The body of this dissertation has been prepared in the style of four manuscripts 
for publication. Paper I titled “The Role of Ordered Carbon Vacancies in Vanadium 
Carbide and (V,Nb)C¬x – Energetic, Structural, and Surface Properties” has been 
prepared for submission to Acta Materialia. The second paper “Effect of Nickel, Copper, 
and Chromium on Stacking Fault Energy of FCC Iron” has been published in the 2014 
AISTech Conference Proceedings. The third paper “Ab-initio simulation of alloying 
effect on stacking fault energy in fcc Fe” has been prepared for publication in 
Computational Materials Science. The final paper “Carbon interactions with transition 
metal additions at stacking faults in fcc iron” is prepared for submission to Acta 
Materialia. 
The introduction and methodology sections preface the papers to provide 
pertinent information about the systems studied in this work and the computational 
methodology applied. Appendices A and B contain supplemental tabulated data from 





Fundamental understanding of the complex interactions governing structure-
property relationships in iron-based alloys is necessary to advance ferrous metallurgy. 
Two key components of alloy design are carbide formation and stabilization and 
controlling the active deformation mechanism. Following a first-principles methodology, 
understanding on the electronic level of these components has been gained for predictive 
modeling of alloys.  
Transition metal carbides have long played an important role in alloy design, 
though the complexity of their interactions with the ferrous matrix is not well understood. 
Bulk, surface, and interface properties of vanadium carbide, VCx, were calculated to 
provide insight for the carbide formation and stability. Carbon vacancy defects are shown 
to stabilize the bulk carbide due to increased V-V bonding in addition to localized 
increased V-C bond strength. The VCx (100) surface energy is minimized when carbon 
vacancies are at least two layers from the surface. Further, the Fe/VC interface is 
stabilized through maintaining stoichiometry at the Fe/VC interface. 
Intrinsic and unstable stacking fault energy, γisf and γusf respectively, were 
explicitly calculated in nonmagnetic fcc Fe-X systems for X = Al, Si, P, S, and the 3d and 
4d transition elements. A parabolic relationship is observed in γisf across the transition 
metals with minimums observed for Mn and Tc in the 3d and 4d periods, respectively. 
Mn is the only alloying addition that was shown to decrease γisf in fcc Fe at the given 
concentration. The effect of alloying on γusf also has a parabolic relationship, with all 
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1.1. STEEL ALLOY DESIGN 
The steel industry has long depended on empirical models to improve 
manufacturing and product performance. The variety of complex competing mechanisms 
at the atomic and microscopic scale must be understood at a more fundamental level to 
continue moving the steel industry forward.[1] With increasing performance 
requirements, steel alloys are becoming increasingly complex. Along with improved 
performance, increased manufacturability and decreased production energy consumption 
are also needed to allow the steel industry to remain competitive. 
Advanced high strength steels (AHSS) are undergoing industry-driven 
development to increase the competitiveness of steel against light metals for automotive 
applications. The US Department of Transportation fuel efficiency regulations have made 
vehicle light-weighting obligatory, bringing about a need for research to develop the so 
called, third generation AHSS as indicated in Figure 1.1.[2] First and second generation 
AHSS depend on key microstructural features for their combined high strength and 
formability.  
In Mn-containing steels, the active deformation mechanism, twin-induced 
plasticity (TWIP) and transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP), is controlled by stacking 
fault energy. The effect of alloying elements on stacking fault energies is not currently 
understood well enough for predictive capabilities. In addition to controlling active 
deformation mechanisms, carbide and nitride formation and stabilization is of great 
interest for AHSS and other steel classes. With grain pinning acting as a primary 
strengthening mechanism, a controlled formation of carbides and nitrides is desired. To 
gain control, a better fundamental understanding of carbide, nitride, and carbonitride 








1.2. TRANSITION METAL CARBIDES 
High strength steels are strengthened in part by small grain sizes. Nano-sized 
carbide precipitates act as secondary strengtheners by affecting grain growth through 
grain pinning.[3]–[5] To achieve these precipitates, many steel alloys contain carbide 
forming elements such as Cr, W, Mo, V, Ti, Nb, and Zr. Common carbide-forming 
microalloying additions in high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels are Ti, Nb, and V. In 
this work vanadium carbide is studied because of its increased solubility in austenite 
allowing dissolution while heating and fine secondary precipitation. These secondary 
precipitates serve as nucleation sites for intragranular ferrite during cooling to provide 
grain refinement.[5]–[8] Many steel classes are designed to contain multiple carbide 
forming alloying additions. Due to the higher precipitation temperature of NbC and the 
similar electronic structure of V and Nb, it has been suggested that Nb may compete with 
Figure 1.1 Banana plot [2] of tensile strength vs. elongation for steel alloys indicating the 
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V in carbide formation. The structure and influence of mixed-metal carbides is also not 
well understood.  
1.2.1 Vanadium Carbide Structure & Properties. Vanadium carbide (VC) 
has the rock salt structure commonly observed in transition metal MC carbides. Like 
most transition metal carbides, VC has been observed to have carbon vacancies while 
retaining the MC structure. The carbon range experimentally observed in VCx is 0.66 < x 
< 0.88.[9], [10] While the lower bound is not uncommon, the upper homogeneity 
boundary of 0.88 is noticeably diminished from the 1.00 generally found in other 
transition metal carbides.[11]–[13] This decreased boundary gives rise to the ordered 
cubic structure V8C7 [14]–[16] shown in Figure 1.2A corresponding to space group 
P4332.[17], [18] This ordered structure that has not been observed in other MC 
carbides[13] was first observed by de Novion[17] and later confirmed by Froidvaux[18]. 
A second ordered phase, V6C5 has been reported with having either a trigonal[19] (P31) 
shown in Figure 1.2B or monoclinic[20], [21] (C2 or C2/m) crystal structure. Recent 
studies have determined that the monoclinic phase is marginally more stable and is stable 
over a wider temperature range.[22]–[24] The short range-order of the trigonal and 
monoclinic V6C5 phases is identical.[25] The V8C7 and V6C5 (both trigonal and 
monoclinic) phases have been observed in steels, and sometimes simultaneously.[3], [13], 
[26]–[28] The V4C3 structure which has been historically reported[19], [21], [22], [29]–
[33] is not considered in this study due to recent work which does not support the 
existence of the phase as a precipitate within Fe-C-V steels.[3], [26]  
The VCx order-disorder transition has been classified as a first-order 





C and has an enthalpy change of approximately 3.0 
kJ/mol.[13], [27], [36] Both ordering transitions result in slight increases of the lattice 
parameter (0.002-0.005Å).[13] The enthalpy of formation has been determined 
experimentally for V8C7 and V6C5 compounds.[39] In addition, thermochemical models 
have been used to estimate the formation of VC based on experimental data.[32], [38] A 
first-principles study[40] on ordered VCx compounds indicated that even without 
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relaxation around carbon vacancies, an energy decrease is observed during the ordering 
transition making the V8C7 and V6C5 structures more stable than VC.  
A recent first-principles study[41] on the mechanical properties of VC compared 
with cubic V4C3 to examine the role of vacancies on elastic properties showed that the 
introduction of 25% carbon vacancies decreased bulk, shear and elastic moduli by 13.3% 
19.2% and 17.7%, respectively. Earlier calculations [42], [43] also indicated decreasing 
moduli with increasing carbon vacancies although the percentages varied. Calculated 
mechanical properties of refractory carbides with various first-principles tools[44]–[47] 
yield comparisons between VC and NbC indicating that NbC has a lower bulk, shear, and 
elastic moduli than stoichiometric VC. Experimental results [44] also confirm this 
relationship. 
1.2.2  Niobium Carbide: Structure & Properties. Niobium also forms an MC 
carbide structure while accommodating a wide range of carbon vacancies, similar to 
vanadium. The homogeneity range for NbCx is 0.70 < x < 1.00.[48] NbCx also has a 
Figure 1.2 a) V8C7 cubic carbide corresponding to space group P4332, b) V6C5 
trigonal carbide corresponding to space group P31 c) Nb6C5 monoclinic carbide 
corresponding to space group C2/m 
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stable non-stoichiometric Nb6C5 structure which was originally proposed to be a trigonal 
structure[33] but later determined to be the monoclinic structure also observed in VCx and 
is shown in Figure 1.2C.[38] This ordering of the carbon vacancies has only been 
observed during long anneals at low temperatures (<900
o
C) which limit carbon 
diffusivity and no Nb8C7 structure has been observed.[22]  
Niobium is another strong carbide former with a similar electronic structure to 
vanadium, suggesting that Nb may compete with V in carbide formation. Experimental 
studies have shown mixed metal carbides and carbonitrides when both V and Nb are 
present in the steel.[26], [49], [50] Experimental results from microalloying with niobium 
indicate that niobium carbides have a higher precipitation temperature.[5], [51] This 
higher precipitation temperature allows NbC to be effective in inhibiting static 
recrystallization of the austenite through grain pinning. [5], [8]  
1.2.3 Bonding & Electronic Structure. Transition metal carbides, nitrides, and 
oxides typically form metal-metal bonds in the presence of carbon vacancies.[12] 
Zhukov[52] discussed the vacancy formation as a two-part process which undergoes 
destabilization, breaking M-C bonds, and stabilization through strengthening M-M bonds. 
In the case of titanium and vanadium however the strengthening from metal-metal bonds 
may not be sufficient to compensate for the energy required to break the M-C bonds. 
Rogovoi[53], [54] proposed that both VCx and NbCx have increased M-C bond strength 
in the presence of carbon vacancies. An increased M-C bond strength indicates that the 
metal atom would shift away from neighboring carbon vacancies towards neighboring 
carbon atoms. Indeed, experimental static relaxations reveal that the niobium shifts away 
from the neighboring vacancies in Nb6C5.[55], [56] Additionally in V8C7 the vanadium 
octahedra are distorted such that carbon atoms shift towards carbon vacancies.[57] 
Compton scattering studies showed that in NbCx Nb-C bonds are strengthened and Nb-
Nb bonds are weakened as stoichiometry is approached.[58]  
The electronic structure of stoichiometric VC has been examined with first-
principles methods and indicates significant charge transfer from V to C in VC.[59], [60] 
A study on bonding in transition metal MC carbides indicated that the strongest 
directional bonding involves the C(2p) and TM(3d) orbitals.[61] Further, VC has the 
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highest percent overlap between the carbon/transition metal spheres indicating strong 
covalent bonding while ScC has a typical ionic-type rocksalt bonding. The covalent 
mixing of the valence bonding levels for VC is very high with nearly a 50-50 split in the 
carbon-metal character.[62]  
Bonding studies of M2C carbides have been completed with first-principles, 
though not of the ordered substoichiometric transition metal carbides MCx. M2C carbides 
have negative formation energies that decrease with increasing number of valence 
electrons (for M = V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W) which result from highly-directional M-C 
covalent bonds. M4C carbides are destabilized with respect to M2C carbides as a result of 
directional M-M bonds and simultaneous weakening of M-C bonds.[63] One objective of 
this work is to elucidate the effect of ordered carbon vacancies on the local electronic 
structure in VCx. 
1.2.4 Mechanical Properties. NbCx and TaCx have been shown to increase 
hardness and elastic modulus with increasing carbon content at elevated temperatures 
contrary to what is commonly observed in transition metal nitrides such as TiNx.[64] In a 
similar study on yield strength of carbides, VCx reached a peak strength at x = 0.84 
corresponding to the V6C5 structure although NbC strengths increased with increasing C 
content up to x = 0.95, the limit of the experimental study.[65] A recent study[45] on the 
mechanical properties of VC and NbC  yielded bulk modulus results that matched closely 
with experimental values. 
1.2.5  Mixed Metal MC Carbides. Experimental studies have observed mixed 
metal carbides and carbonitrides when both V and Nb are present in the steel.[26], [49], 
[50] Experimental results from microalloying with Nb indicate that niobium carbides 
have a higher precipitation temperature than vanadium carbides.[5], [66] This higher 
precipitation temperature allows NbC to be effective in inhibiting static recrystallization 
of the austenite through grain pinning.[5], [8] Precipitated carbides in a Fe-V-Nb-C 
system have been shown to initiate as Nb-rich carbides that then decompose into NbC 
and VCx upon cooling. The VCx precipitates are suggested to contain Nb-defects because 
of the observed increased lattice parameter, although minimal V defects were observed 
within the stable room temperature NbC precipitates.[20], [26] Experimental studies have 
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shown that partial substitution of vanadium with niobium increases MC carbide volume 
fraction and improves mechanical properties.[67]–[69] The solubility of Nb in VCx 
ordered structures and its impact on the structural properties is unknown.  
1.2.6 Surfaces & Interfaces. The structure and properties of carbide surfaces, 
in particular the interface with an austenitic matrix, is of interest to understand the 
precipitation and growth of vanadium carbides in steels. Vanadium carbides are of 
additional interest due to their potential use as a hydrogen trapping agent as indicated by 
atom-probe studies[70] and numerical analysis[71] that suggests the inherent carbon-
vacancy concentration in VCx promotes hydrogen-trapping.  
Surface and interface studies of transition metal carbides have been limited to 
general surface energy calculations. The surface energy relationship of E[100] < E[110] < 
E[111] was determined for rocksalt structure transition metal carbides, nitrides, and alkali 
metal oxides using first principles.[72] Further the (100) surface energy of VC is lower 
than that of NbC.[73]  
Surface chemistry studies have been performed to examine the adhesion of 
molecules to transition metal carbide surfaces,[74], [75] though interfaces with austenite 
are little understood. The tungsten carbide - ferrite interface was examined to determine 
the adhesion properties in a wear and cutting resistance study.[76] The Al/VC interface 
was studied using first-principles methods and showed that similar to other metal-carbide 
interface studies, the most favorable interface orientation is for the metalloid site to be 
positioned directly above the bulk-Al sites.[77] First-principles studies of the ferrite – 
MC interface for M = (Ti, Mo) have indicated that although the addition of Mo decreases 
the stability of the carbide, the interfacial energy also decreases, indicating easier carbide 
formation.[78], [79] It is of interest whether a similar effect may be observed in 
vanadium carbide as a function of Nb-defects and carbon vacancies with an austenitic 
interface.  
Surface and interface studies may also be used to explain bulk properties of 
carbides. A Compton scattering study on the electronic properties of NbCx indicated that 
as stoichiometry is approached the Nb-C bonds are strengthened while Nb-Nb bonds are 
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weakened.[58] This observation coupled with a surface vacancy concentration led to the 
hypothesis that in an attempt to approach stoichiometry non-metal vacancies are created 
at the crystal surface from non-metal atoms diffusing from the surface to the bulk. The 
effect of the expected strong V-C bond in vanadium carbide is better elucidated through 
surface studies in this work. 
1.3. STACKING FAULT ENERGY OF MN-STEELS 
1.3.1  Manganese Steels. Manganese-containing steels are of renewed interest 
for meeting the requirements of third generation advanced high strength steels (AHSS) to 
exceed the strength-ductility combinations of first generation AHSS; such as dual-phase, 
transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP), complex phase, and martensitic steel; at a cost 
significantly less than that of second generation AHSS such as twinning-induced 
plasticity (TWIP) steel.[80] High manganese steels, such as Hadfield steel, containing 15-
30 at% Mn are an example of a TWIP steel which gained much attention as a 2
nd
 
generation AHSS.[81]–[85] Although the high Mn steel compositions yield favorable 
results they are expensive and challenging to consistently and safely produce on a large 
production scale. A middle Mn content of less than 8 wt% is desired.  
The active deformation mechanism in austenitic steels is controlled by the 
stacking fault energy (SFE). The creation of a stacking fault in austenite, or nucleation of 
a leading partial, may be repeated on every subsequent plane to form a twin, or every 
other plane to form ε-martensite. It has been suggested that the nucleation of ε-martensite 
is a critical step in the nucleation process of α-martensite from austenite in the TRIP 
phenomena, implying a transient metastable state of the ε-martensite.[86], [87] 
Alternatively, the transformation sequence austenite → ε-martensite → α-martensite has 
been termed two-stage TRIP, observed in alloys with stable ε-martensite.[88] The 
possibility to form a twin or to trip to ε-martensite is not well understood. An 
approximate relationship to SFE has been described such that TRIP steels generally have 
low SFE, less than 20 mJ/m
2
, and TWIP steels have medium SFE or 20-50 mJ/m
2
.[89] 
The stacking fault energy is known to be altered by alloy chemistry, temperature, and 
strain; this work will address the effects of alloy chemistry. The effect of transition metal 
elements on the SFE either as alloying additions or residual elements is of concern for 
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alloy development as these additions may have a significant effect on the SFE and 
therefore the active deformation mechanism [87], [90], [91].  
1.3.2. Stacking Fault Energy Calculations. The SFE values of multicomponent 
systems are often considered to be proportional to the Gibbs free energies of the fcc to 
hcp transformation using a regular solution model with estimated parameters from 
experimental thermodynamic data. These estimations have been made for the Fe-Mn-C 
and Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C alloys [89], [92]–[94]. Manganese additions have a parabolic 
influence on stacking fault energy with a minimum between 12-22 at% Mn.[95]–[99] 
Thermochemical models indicate aluminum and carbon additions increase SFE and first-
principles calculations have further established that trend.[94], [98], [100]  
Ab-initio methods have been employed to determine the stacking fault energies 
following both explicit and implicit approaches. The SFE may be explicitly calculated as 
a total energy difference between the ideal and faulted lattices. This explicit approach has 
been used to predict the SFE in Fe [98], [101], Fe-N [102], Fe-C [98], [100], Fe-Mn and 
Fe-Al [98]. An implicit ab initio approach to calculate SFE has also been used recently 
following the axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model, where the energies of 
the fcc, hcp and double hcp phases are calculated to determine the SFE of the fcc phases 
in the Fe-Mn system [103]–[105]. The implicit approach allows for a more homogeneous 
description of the bulk environment whereas the explicit calculations provide a more 
complete understanding of segregation effects as well as the electronic structure changes 
at the stacking fault [100]. Recent studies have shown that the alloying additions only 
impact the stacking fault energy with the nearest two-layers of the stacking fault 
interface.[98], [106] 
One of the challenges in first-principle calculations of stacking fault energy in 
austenite is accurately handling of the magnetic state. The various magnetic states of fcc 
Fe; nonmagnetic, low-spin ferromagnetic, high-spin ferromagnetic, and collinear and 
non-collinear antiferromagnetic; have been observed experimentally[107]–[110] and 
have been calculated using first-principles[111]–[117] to have close lattice parameters 
and total energies. Figure 1.3 shows the relative phase stability of iron calculated using 
the FLAPW first-principles code.[118] The paramagnetic state is not readily 
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implemented in current first-principles methods; the increased complexity resulting from 
the disordered spin-states is impractical at this time.  
Previous explicit calculations of stacking fault energy in Fe [98], [101],  
Fe-N [102], Fe-C [98], [100], Fe-Mn  [98] and Fe-Al [98] were non-magnetic. Very close 
SFE values were obtained for the NM and LS-FM states in Fe and Fe-Mn.[98], [101] The 
LS-FM state is lower in energy than the HS-FM state and has a lattice parameter closer to 
those for the AFM states in fcc Fe.[111]–[115] Both NM and LS-FM calculations predict 
a parabolic dependence of the SFE on Mn concentration in Fe-Mn that is in good 
agreement with experimental results.[98], [101]  
Implicit calculations of stacking fault energy have examined the effect of 
magnetism and temperature on stacking fault energy.[119], [120] Temperature 


























Figure 1.3 Phase Stability of Pure Iron 
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of electronic and magnetic contributions. Magnetic contributions in the paramagnetic Fe-
Mn system were shown to shift the relative value of the SFE towards experimental 
values, although the electronic contribution remained to be the controlling component 
with regard to changes as a function of temperature.[105] Even so, a recent study has 
shown that for chemically disordered structures the SFE dependence on composition is 
strongly changed if paramagnetism is considered instead of a nonmagnetic system.[104]   
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2. METHODS AND APPROACH 
First-principles, or ab-initio, methods with no empirical fitting parameters are 
often used to examine materials at the atomic level. Ab-initio quantum mechanical 
methods such as density functional theory (DFT), Hartree-Fock (HF), Green’s Functions 
(GW), and Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) are a few of the most common methods. The 
accessibility of supercomputing resources and parallelization of the first-principles codes 
have made these calculations more affordable and propelled a growth of atomistic 
calculations in the materials science community over recent years.[121], [122]  
2.1. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most widely used first principles 
methods for investigating the electronic structure and atomic-level interactions of 
materials. DFT’s popularity is due in part to good scaling of computational expense with 
the system size as well as the possibility of performing calculations on large complex 
systems.[123] The fundamental principle of DFT is that any atomistic system can be fully 
expressed as a functional of its electron density. This electron density can then in 
principle be used to determine all of the information in the many-body wave-functions; 
for example the total energy of the system.  
The concept of a universal functional, first proposed by Thomas[124] and 
Fermi[125] in the 1920’s, was later proved to exist by Hohenberg and Kohn.[126] The 
first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the external potential of an atomisitic system and its ground state electron density. The 
second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem defines a universal energy functional such that the 
ground state energy is minimized at the true ground state density. The exact functional 
for a system of more than one electron is unknown and an approximation is used.  
An approximation using exchange-correlation (XC) for the universal ground state 
functional was made by Kohn and Sham.[127] Their method of mapping the interacting 
system of electrons onto a non-interacting electron density with the same effective 
potential is what makes DFT practical and useful. The complicated many-body electron 
interactions are reduced into an effective potential consisting of the kinetic, Coulombic, 
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and XC interactions. There is no exact formalism for the XC interactions; therefore 
approximations are made to make the functional as accurate as possible. 
Many approximations to the XC energy exist with the most common being local, 
gradient dependent, and hybrid functionals. The most widely used approximation is the 
local-density approximation (LDA) – the first XC functional proposed by Kohn-Sham 
based on the exact exchange energy for a homogeneous electron gas.[127] LDA has been 
used for several decades for band-structure and total energy calculations, although it is 
now known to give less accurate geometries and predicts binding energies too large.[128] 
The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) has been found to improve the 
description of total energies, ionization energies, electron affinities of atoms, and 
atomization energies of molecules and is used in this work.[129], [130] The Vienna Ab-
initio Simulation Package[131] (VASP) is used in this work with the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) and PAW-PBE potentials.[129], [132] 
In practice, atomistic systems are represented in DFT by positively charged ion 
cores consisting of the neutrons, protons, and in some cases the non-valence electrons. 
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes that electrons will instantaneously adjust 
to changes in the position of the nuclei.[133] The nuclei, considered frozen, are 
represented by a pseudopotential based on the mass, valence state, and energy of the 
atomic reference configuration. Full potential calculations make no approximations for 
the core electrons, resulting in a larger number of electrons considered in the calculation. 
2.2. ENERGETICS 
Total energy is one of the primary results of DFT calculations. Total energy 
calculations were shown to be sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient for use 
in quantum chemical studies of metals and semi-conductors in the mid-1990’s after XC 
functionals and computing algorithms were improved.[123] Energetic values such as total 
energy, enthalpy of formation, and binding or cohesive energy can be determined from a 
series of calculations. Enthalpy of formation calculated using the general formula 
 ∆𝐻𝑜 = ∑ 𝑛𝐻𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
𝑜 − ∑ 𝑚𝐻𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑜  (1) 
can be computed from the total energy of each bulk component as shown in Equation 2. 
Similarly the cohesive energy may be calculated using the energy of isolated atoms 
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instead of the energy of a single atom in a bulk structure as shown in equation 3. There 
are then two methods, eqn. 2 and eqn. 4, to choose from in calculating the enthalpy of 
formation depending upon their physical applicability to the problem being modeled.  
 ∆𝐻𝑜(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦) = 𝐸 (𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) − (𝑥 ∙ 𝐸
(𝐴𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) + 𝑦 ∙ 𝐸(𝐵𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘)) (2) 
 𝐸𝑐𝑜ℎ(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦) = 𝐸(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦) − (𝑥 ∙ 𝐸(𝐴𝑖𝑠𝑜) + 𝑦 ∙ 𝐸(𝐵𝑖𝑠𝑜)) (3) 
 ∆𝐻𝑜(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦) = 𝐸𝑐𝑜ℎ(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦) − (𝑥 ∙ 𝐸(𝐴𝑐𝑜ℎ) + 𝑦 ∙ 𝐸(𝐵𝑐𝑜ℎ)) (4) 
In order to reduce error and ensure accuracy when manipulating total energy 
values, the same pseudopotentials, computational algorithms, and exchange-correlation 
functional must be used. 
First-principles study of point defects in Mg-alloys provided thermodynamic 
insight concerning metastable phases to aid in alloy development.[134] Defect-formation 
calculations require the supercells used for the defect-free and defect-containing 
calculations to be the same size and crystal structure, although the lattice parameter may 
vary after relaxation of the defect. Defect formation energy is calculable in a similar 
fashion as shown in Equation 5. 
 ∆𝐸𝑓
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡
= 𝐸(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦−1𝐶) − 𝐸(𝐴𝑥𝐵𝑦) + 𝐸(𝐵𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) − 𝐸(𝐶𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) (5) 
2.3. STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Lattice parameter and ion position optimization is another inherent part of DFT. 
Crystal structures provided by experimental studies often serve as the initial starting point 
for first principles calculations. By calculating the directional forces on each ion, ion 
positions and lattice parameter(s) can be optimized through force relaxation to minimize 
quantum mechanical strain in the lattice. As the ions shift during the force relaxation, the 
local bonding arrangement is altered, revealing the optimum – energetically most 
favorably – ion positioning and bonding at 0K.  
Mechanical properties can be calculated using first principles through determining 
the elastic (stiffness) tensor. Finite distortions of the lattice allow for determination of the 
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stress-strain relationship and the derivation of the elastic constants through the 
relationship below.  
  𝜎𝑖 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝜀𝑗𝑖=1,6   (6) 
A least squares symmetry method[135] can be used to extract the Cij values from 
ab-initio calculations to reduce the number of simulations required. High symmetry cubic 
materials require a total of 7 simulations to extract the C11, C12, and C44 values, whereas 
triclinic materials with 21 unique elastic coefficients require a minimum of 13 
simulations. The introduction of point defects significantly reduces the symmetry and 
increases the number of simulations required. Straining the lattice within a simulation can 
result in extraneous non-physical ionic forces being included in the stress-strain 
relationship. The ionic Hessian matrix is used to determine and remove the contributions 
to the elastic constants from the ionic forces. Mechanical properties such as bulk, shear, 
and elastic moduli are calculated from the elastic tensor. A recent study[45] on the 
mechanical properties of VC and NbC  yielded bulk modulus values that matched closely 
with experimental ones. 
2.4. SURFACES AND INTERFACES 
Surface and interface properties, such as chemical adsorption, cleavage energy, 
surface energy, and interface orientation, are readily calculable within DFT. Chemical 
adsorption calculations, such as hydrogen adsorption to transition metal surfaces[75], are 
performed by decreasing the distance of hydrogen ion(s) from the carbide surface and 
evaluating the resulting energy and electronic structure to indicate the optimum bond 
structure. To perform cleavage energy calculations, first atoms are arranged in the bulk 
configuration such that the target cleavage plane is centrally located. Next a separation 
distance is introduced and gradually increased until there is no interatomic interaction 
across the separation distance. By examining the stresses as a function of the separation 
distance, the maximum stress and ideal cleavage energy (γs) for fracture can be 
determined. In addition to calculating bulk cleavage energy, the adhesion of two 
materials, such as carbide and iron, can be calculated by placing the separation plane at 
an interface between the two materials.[76] Surface energy may be calculated as shown 
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in equation 7, where: Es = surface energy, n = # of layers, En = energy per unit cell of the 
n-layer film, and Eb = bulk energy per unit cell. 
 Es (n) = ½ (En – nEb) (7)  
Additional surface properties, such as the stacking fault energy and cleavage 
crack, type can be identified by shearing two parts of a crystal along the desired plane 
rather than introducing a separation distance. Shearing a close packed plane along a slip 
direction allows for the calculation of an unstable stacking fault energy (γus) and the 
resulting shear stress. The cleavage mode can be distinguished by comparing the energies 
to cleave through planar separation (γs) versus planar slip (γus) using equation 8. 
 Cleavage-type crack for: 0.3 γs / γus < 1.0 (8) 
In FCC and HCP materials a generalized stacking fault energy curve can be 
created. By calculating the change in energy from the undistorted lattice to the sheared 
lattice the GSFE is generated using equation 9.  
 GSFE(J/m2) = 1.6×10-19(J/eV) ∙ ∆E(eV)  S(area, m2)⁄  (9) 
The GSFE curve for FCC iron by shearing along the <112> (111) is shown below 
in Figure 2.1 clearly indicating the unstable and intrinsic stacking fault energies at the 0.5 
and 1.0 burgers vector displacement positions respectively. 
The explicit calculation of the stacking fault energy described above has been 
used within this work. Alternatively, implicit methods such as the axial next-nearest 
neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model may also be used to calculate the stacking fault 
energy.[103] Following this approach the bulk energy of the fcc, hcp, and dhcp phase at a 
constant volume are calculated. The SFE is then evaluated as shown in equation 10 
below. 




 – 3 Efcc (10) 
The implicit ANNNI approach to calculating stacking fault energy is known to be less 
accurate as it does not take into account structural relaxations at the stacking fault, but it 

























Figure 2.1 Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE) curve for pure FCC iron where the 
displacement (burgers vector) is a shift along the <112> direction in the (111) plane. The 
unstable stacking fault is indicated at 0.5 and the negative intrinsic stacking fault is 
located at 1.0 displacement. 
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3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND IMPACT 
The objective of this work is to address, at a fundamental level, challenges with 
innovation in advanced high strength steel alloy design. A first-principles atomistic 
approach is used to investigate the energetic, structural, and electronic properties of steel 
alloys for use in the design process. Two of the key components of steel alloy design, 
carbide formation and stabilization and the ability to control active deformation 
mechanisms through stacking fault energy, are examined through a series of study 
objectives outlined below.  
 Objective 1: Elucidate the electronic structure level of the stabilizing effect of carbon 
vacancies on substoichiometric vanadium carbide  
o Hypothesis: Carbon vacancies stabilize vanadium carbide due to a 
combination of increased local V-C bond strength and increased metallic V-V 
interaction 
 Objective 2: Determine the stability of substoichiometric vanadium carbide with 
niobium defects 
o Hypothesis: Carbon vacancy ordering in substoichiometic vanadium carbide 
enables niobium defects to be more easily accommodated than vanadium 
defects in the near-stoichiometric niobium carbide 
 Objective 3: Evaluate the role of carbon vacancies on the surface properties of 
vanadium carbide and the Fe/VC interface  
o Hypothesis: Carbon vacancies stabilize the Fe/VC interface by relieving 
interfacial strain due to lattice mismatch 
 Objective 4: Identify alloying additions for advanced high strength steel alloy 
development  that may be used to lower the intrinsic and unstable stacking fault 
energies of fcc Fe 
o Hypothesis: In addition to manganese, other alloying additions may decrease 




 Objective 5: Resolve alloying addition interaction effects on stacking fault energy in 
FCC iron  
o Hypothesis: Coupling between and local ordering of alloying additions 
may affect stacking fault energy and the propensity to either form twins or 
ε-martensite 
The results of this work may guide the alloy design decisions made in the steel 
industry to identify potential alloying alternatives to meet processing and product needs. 
First-principles methods are utilized in this work to gain fundamental understanding of 
the processes being studied. First-principles methods, such as density functional theory, 
allow the changes in alloy chemistry to be systematically examined on the electronic 
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The structural and electronic properties of vanadium carbides (VC, V8C7, and 
V6C5), niobium carbide, and mixed metal (V, Nb) carbides were examined using ab-initio 
approach to determine the role of ordered carbon vacancies in phase stability. An 
increased bond strength observed for both the metal-carbon bonds near carbon vacancy 
and the metal-metal bonds two coordination spheres away from the vacancy site favors 
the stability of non-stoichiometric VCx. Minimal changes in the electronic and structural 
properties resulted from niobium substitution in vanadium carbide for up to 11 at% Nb. 
The defect formation energy decreases with increasing Nb concentration and exhibits 
little dependence on the defect proximity to carbon vacancies. Furthermore, niobium 
atoms show preference to occupy the topmost positions at the (001) (V,Nb)Cx surface, 
whereas carbon vacancies reside two or more layers away from the free surface. These 
distribution trends are expected to affect the nucleation rate and grain size refinement in 
steels strengthened with VC precipitates. 
KEYWORDS  
Electronic structure; vanadium carbide; niobium carbide; mixed metal carbide; 
density functional theory; carbon vacancies 
INTRODUCTION 
Carbide formation and stabilization in steels is of great interest due to the effect 
on microstructure and properties of Fe-based alloys. MC carbides are commonly 
observed in ferrous alloys containing transition metals; notably, in alloys containing 
strong carbide formers such as Ti, Nb, or V. Nano-sized carbide precipitates may serve as 
nucleation sites for intragranular ferrite during cooling and govern grain size refinement 
[1–4]. 
MC carbides exhibit high flexibility of chemical composition as well as a wide 
carbon vacancy range denoted by MCx where x is typically between 0.6 and 1.0 [5–8]. 
Vanadium carbide, VCx, has a unique decreased upper homogeneity bound of 0.88 that 
gives rise to the cubic ordered structure V8C7 with space group P4332 which is not 
observed in other MC carbides [6–16]. A second ordered phase, V6C5 has been reported 
having either a trigonal P31 [17] or monoclinic C2 or C2/m [18,19] crystal structure. The 
short-range order of the trigonal and monoclinic V6C5 phases is identical; however, the 
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monoclinic phase has been shown to be marginally more stable and also stable over a 
wider temperature range [20–24].  The V8C7 and V6C5 (both trigonal and monoclinic) 
ordered phases have been observed in V-containing steels [8,19,25–30].  
Partial substitution of vanadium with niobium increases the MC carbide volume 
fraction and improves mechanical properties as shown in experimental studies [31–33]. 
Having a similar electronic structure, Nb and V are expected to compete in carbide 
formation. NbC has a higher precipitation temperature than VC allowing NbC to be 
effective in inhibiting static recrystallization of the austenite through grain pinning 
[3,4,34]. Precipitated carbides in a Fe-V-Nb-C system initiate as Nb-rich carbides that 
decompose into NbC and VCx upon cooling. The VCx precipitates are thought to contain 
Nb-defects because of the observed increased lattice parameter, although minimal V-
defects were observed within the stable room temperature NbC precipitates [19,26].  
An additional insight to the nonmetal/metal stoichiometry and precipitate 
structure can be gained using carbide surface investigations [35]. The surface energy of 
transition metal MC carbides was determined to have the relationship E[100] < E[110] < 
E[111] in a first principles study [36]. Surface calculations of the [100] geometry using 
FP-LMTO indicated that VC has a lower surface energy than NbC [37]. Vacancy 
concentration profiles at VC and NbC surfaces have not been studied. In a Compton 
scattering study Deb [38] hypothesized that NbCx attempts to approach stoichiometry in 
the bulk by creating carbon vacancies at the crystal surface from carbon atoms diffusing 
from the surface to the bulk.  
In this work, the structural, cohesive, and electronic properties of VC, V8C7, V6C5 
and (V,Nb)Cx are calculated to determine the stabilization mechanisms of the non-
stoichiometric carbides. Transition metal carbides, nitrides, and oxides are commonly 
assumed to form metal-metal bonds in the presence of carbon vacancies [7]. Zhukov 
discussed the vacancy formation as a two-part process which undergoes destabilization, 
breaking M-C bonds, and stabilization through strengthening M-M bonds [39]. In the 
case of titanium and vanadium carbides, however, the strengthening from metal-metal 
bonds is not sufficient to compensate for the energy required to break the M-C bonds. VC 
has been shown to have the strongest M-C bonds of the 3d-transition metal carbides [40]. 
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Rogovoi proposed that both VCx and NbCx have increased M-C bond strength in the 
presence of carbon vacancies [41]. Distorted octahedral have been experimentally 
observed in V8C7 and Nb6C5 indicating increased M-C bond strength as the metallic 
atoms shift away from carbon vacancies [42–44]. Another study showed that as 
stoichiometry is approached in NbCx, Nb-C bonds are strengthened and Nb-Nb bonds are 
weakened [45]. One of the objectives of this work is to compare the structural relaxation, 
charge density redistribution, as well as metal-metal, metal-carbon, and carbon-carbon 
bonding associated with the presence of ordered carbon vacancies to better understand 
the role of carbon vacancies in the carbide stability. Furthermore, the effect of the carbon 
vacancy and niobium defect on the surface energy and cleavage properties of VC is 
examined to shed light on the structure of carbide precipitates. 
CARBIDE STRUCTURE 
In the MC rock salt structure, each atom is octahedrally coordinated by the 
opposite atomic species providing equidistant spacing and 90
o
 bond angles. Below, we 
describe the key structural features of the two ordered phases, M8C7 and M6C5, 
considered in this study.  
First, for the short- and long-range ordering of metallic atoms in the ordered 
carbide structures, the following notation was introduced: M
(6)
 stands for the atom that is 
fully coordinated by six C-atoms, and M
(5x)
 is coordinated by five C-atoms and one 
carbon vacancy, VC. The letter x designation in the latter is based on the long range 
ordering associated with the accompanying VC. Metallic atoms bonded into an alternating 
sequence of C and VC in a given direction on the carbon sublattice, are denoted as M
(5A)
. 
In the orthogonal directions the number of C atoms in between consecutive VC increases. 
M
(5b)
 is used to denote a metallic atom bonded into a sequence containing 3 C-atoms in 
between VC; and M
(5c)
 is used for 5 or more C-atoms in between VC. As shown below, 




 are not statistically 




The cubic M8C7 structure, space group P4332, contains ordered carbon vacancies 
(VC) such that ¼ of the M-sites retain full six C-coordination, M
(6)
, with the remaining ¾ 
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of the M-sites being coordinated by five C-atoms and one VC, i.e., M
(5A)
. The vacancy 
ordering in M8C7 results in alternating carbon atoms and vacancies in the carbon-
sublattice along each of the main crystallographic directions.  
Experimental studies of the M6C5 carbides within steels are inconclusive with 
regard to the long-range order (monoclinic or trigonal) in this phase, as discussed in the 
introduction. Both the trigonal (P3112) and monoclinic (C2/m) unit cells were examined 
in this study. The short-range order of the two cells is identical with all of the metal 







 appears only in the trigonal cell.  
The effect of the point defect placement in the long range linear vacancy-ordering 
schemes are characterized in the first part of this work and their impact on the formation 
of mixed vanadium-niobium carbides is subsequently examined.  
METHODOLOGY 
 An ab-initio approach is employed in this study in order to understand the role of 
the carbon vacancies and niobium defects on the structural and electronic properties of 
vanadium carbide. The Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package[46] (VASP) is used with 

















) are used to give 11- and 
4-electron valence states for the metals and carbon respectively. Non-magnetic self-
consistent calculations were performed for ideal rock-salt VC and experimentally 
observed crystal structures V8C7 (cubic) and V6C5 (trigonal) as reported in the Inorganic 
Crystal Structure Database [49]. Self-consistent electronic structure calculations were all 
performed to an energetic convergence criterion of 1x10
-4
 eV. All structural calculations 
utilized a cut-off energy of 342.4 eV. The Γ centered k-point mesh had a minimum of 35 
irreducible k-points for all final energy calculations. Structures were optimized using 
energy-force minimization with the convergence of 1x10
-3
 eV/Å. This optimization was 
used to determine the relaxed lattice constants and atomic positions in vacancy-free VC 
and in ordered carbon vacancy phases, V8C7 and V6C5.  
To identify phase stability, the enthalpy of formation is calculated according to 
the following equation:  
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 ΔHf (MxCy) = E (MxCy) – x * E (Mbulk) – y * E (Cbulk graphite) ( 1 ) 
Defect formation energy calculations were utilized in the second part of the study 
to determine niobium solubility in VxCy, as shown in equation 2 below. The calculation 
parameters including the k-point mesh, were kept constant for both the defect-free and 
the defect-containing structures to ensure accuracy. 
 Edefect = E (Vx-1NbCy) – E (VxCy) – E (Nbbulk) + E (Vbulk) ( 2 ) 
The (001) VC surface was modeled by a slab consisting of nine layers with two V 
and two C atoms in every layer. Convergence of the surface energy with respect to slab 
thickness for stoichiometric (001) VC has been previously studied and it was shown that 
slab with five layers is sufficient to predict the surface energies and relaxations [50]. In 
order to avoid the interaction between periodically repeating slabs, we used a vacuum of 
15 Å thickness and estimated the surface energy as an energy required to cleave the VC 
bulk along the (001) plane. We used the theoretical lattice constant of bulk VC as the 
fixed in-plane lattice constant of the VC slab; during the structural relaxation, the atoms 
were allowed to move only in the out of plane direction. To find the favorable 
distribution of vacancies and niobium at surface, we performed calculations for carbon 
vacancy or substitutional Nb atom placed in the topmost, first or second subsurface 
layers. For all surface calculations, we used a 8x8x2 k-point mesh and all atoms were 
relaxed to a force minimum of 0.05 eV/Å. 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Carbon Vacancies 
Total energy calculations were performed to examine phase stability of ordered 
vanadium and niobium carbide structures. The enthalpy of formation, ΔHf, was 
calculated as described in the methods section above on a per M-atom basis for 
comparison convenience and are shown in Figure 1. The ΔHf of VC, -0.86eV, is 
independent of super cell scaling (2, 18, and 64 atoms) and is less negative than that of 
both the V8C7 and the V6C5, -1.02eV and -1.03eV respectively, indicating comparative 
stability. The results obtained in this study correspond well with the experimental values 
for V8C7 and V6C5 [51]. Ozolins’ first-principles results [52] are lower for all three 
compounds, though the energy trend for the ordered vacancy compounds, namely, V8C7 
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being slightly less negative than V6C5, is captured. The niobium carbides have a lower 
ΔHf than VCx for each relative structure with NbC being less negative than Nb6C5, -
0.96eV and -1.04eV respectively. The ΔHf results confirm that ordered carbon vacancies 
stabilize both vanadium and niobium MCx carbides, although the effect is more 








Figure 1. The calculated formation energy of mixed vanadium and niobium carbides. 
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The role of ordered carbon vacancy in stabilizing the MCx, M8C7, and M6C5 
structures is examined first through the structural properties. The introduction of VC 
significantly reduces the M-C bond length for the M
(5x)
 bond to the carbon atom opposite 





 (not opposite to a vacancy) are relatively consistent at 2.08Å and 
2.25Å ±0.05Å for VCx and NbCx across all unit cells. When the M-C bond is oriented 



















o±1.5o and 97.5o±1.0o for VCx and NbCx. The bond length and angle changes are 
more pronounced for the M
(5A)
 sites and in particular in the M8C7 structure with all M
(5x)
 
sites in the M
(5A)























Nb - in plane
Nb - opp Vc
V - in plane
V - opp Vc error bars denote range 
Figure 2. M-C bond length in MCx, M8C7, and M6C5 as a function of M-atom site and 
bond orientation to VC. 
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 patterns observed in the M-C bonds with M-Vc-M > M-C-M > M-Copposite Vc-M. 
Additionally, M-M bonds are lengthened around carbon vacancies from 2.94Å to 3.14Å 
in VCx and 3.19Å to 3.36Å in NbCx. Next nearest M-M bond lengths are unaffected, 
whereas the second nearest M-M bond lengths are significantly shortened, to 2.85Å and 
3.11Å for VCx and NbCx, respectively. This decrease in the M-M bond length suggests a 
strengthened M-M bond two layers from carbon vacancies – in addition to the stronger 
M-C bonds near the carbon vacancy. Interestingly, nonmetal vacancies in VN have been 
shown to have the opposite effect; creation of a N vacancy leads to strong V-V bonding 







  1 
Figure 3. Charge density plot of VC bulk (left) and V8C7 (right) indicate stronger V-C 
bonding in directions opposite of the carbon vacancy and an electron deficit in the 




Next, the local electronic structure was examined to understand the changes in 
bonding near carbon vacancies. Calculated charge density plots of stoichiometric VC and 
V8C7 are shown in Figure 3. Without carbon vacancies, the electron density is symmetric 
with V–C bonds having an electron density of 0.57 electrons/Å3. In the V8C7 structure, 
the 6-coordinated vanadium atoms have the same symmetric charge density as in VC, 
whereas the 5-coordinated vanadium atoms have an increased charge density (0.79 
electrons/Å
3
) in the direction opposite the carbon vacancy with less substantial changes in 
the V-C bonding perpendicular to the carbon vacancy (0.48-0.61 electrons/Å
3
).  
Since the strong covalent M-C bonding may effectively screen the secondary 
metallic bonding effects, empty sublattice calculations were performed. Particularly, the 
strength of the metal-metal bonds in V-only sublattices having VCx or V8C7 fully-
relaxed structure is compared to that in the VC structure. The empty C-sublattice results 
indicate that V-V bonds have a charge density of 0.20 electrons/ Å
3
 in a stoichiometric 
VC structure. The presence of “carbon vacancy” (as in VCx or V8C7 structure) results in 
a decrease in the V-V charge density around the vacancy to 0.15 electrons/Å
3
 as shown in 
Figure 4. A slight increase, to 0.21 electrons/Å
3
, in the charge density in the nearest 
neighbors moving away from the carbon vacancy is indicative of strengthening V-V 
metallic bonds. The energetic contributions from different bonds were also determined 
from the empty sublattice calculations and are shown in Table 1. Energetic contributions 
from same species interactions are given by the total energy of the empty sublattice 
calculations, and the V-C interactions are obtained by subtracting the energy of the two 
empty sublattice calculations (i.e, V or C sublattice) from the full system calculation. As 
the number of “carbon vacancies” in the sublattice increases, the contribution of the V-V 
interaction also increases. The contribution to the total energy from the V-C bonding 






Figure 4. Charge density plot of empty sublattice calculations containing only V atoms 
for VC (left) and V8C7 (right) indicating a strengthening of V-V bonds two coordination 






Table 1. Energetic contributions from metal-metal, carbon-carbon or metal-carbon 
interactions towards the total energy as a function of carbon vacancy content. The results 
are based on empty sublattice calculations. 
 
 M-M interaction C-C interaction M-C interaction 
VC 43.6% 15.9% 40.5% 
VC0.97 44.2% 15.5% 40.3% 
V8C7 45.9% 13.9% 40.3% 
V6C5 46.9% 13.3% 39.8% 
NbC 46.7% 11.9% 41.3% 
NbC0.97 47.4% 11.6% 41.0% 
   1 
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The partial density of states for the vanadium atoms, Figure 5, does not reveal any 




. Evaluating the electronic 
charge involved in bonding, up to the Fermi level, does show a charge redistribution with 
more charge for the V
(6)
 sites than V
(5)








Mixed Metal Carbide: Nb Substitution 
Solubility of substitutional Nb in the metal sublattice was examined in MCx as 
well as within the ordered structures M8C7 and M6C5. Structures were fully optimized to 
find the equilibrium formation energy, lattice constants, and atomic positions.  




The mixed metal carbide formation energy shown in Figure 1 supports phase 
instability in the VC-NbC system at 0K, in agreement with experimental results of a 
miscibility gap at low temperatures and a complete solid solution between VC – NbC at 
high temperatures near the solidus temperatures of the carbides. The formation energy of 
NbC is determined to be -478 meV/M-atom which is about 48 meV/M-atom lower than 
the formation energy of VC. Niobium substitution of up to 25% increases the formation 
energy of VC indicating a miscibility gap that spans the field. The maximum energy, 140 
meV between 25-50% Nb, corresponds to a temperature of 1625K. In the mid-1980’s a 
pseudobinary diagram [54] was calculated for the VC0.88-NbC system using experimental 
results [55] showing a miscibility gap spanning the diagram, with a maximum located at 
42.1% NbC at 1773K. The expulsion of vanadium from a Nb-rich carbide upon reaching 
the miscibility gap is indicated in both this study and the CalPhad pseudobinary.  
The total energy values before and after the optimization of Nb-substitution in 
VCx structures were compared to determine the amount of relaxation that occurs while 
stabilizing the impurity. Before the structural optimization, the defect formation energy 
was primarily a function of the site coordination with M
(5)
 sites having a higher energy 
than M
(6)
 sites, as shown in Table 2. After full lattice and atomic relaxation, the defect 
formation energy was reduced, and the site coordination no longer has a significant 
effect, with a defect formation energy difference of ±30meV. The niobium concentration, 
however, has an effect on the defect formation energy as shown in Table 2, with 
increased niobium concentration having moderately lower defect formation energy. The 
inclusion of Nb in V6C5 is probable at high temperatures due to the low Nb-defect 
formation energy within the ordered structure. 
The volume increased linearly as a function of niobium content from 18.0 Å
3
/M-
atom for pure VC to 22.9Å
3
/M-atom in NbC. Carbon vacancies had a negligible effect 
(less than 1%) on the volume. As may be expected, the Nb-C bond lengths for Nb-defects 
in the VC system are between those of pure VC and NbC; Nb-C bonds opposite the 
carbon vacancy are 2.06 ±0.01Å and other Nb-C bonds are 2.16 ±0.02Å. At low Nb-





, significantly closer to the ideal 90
o
 than those obtained for the V-C-V bond angles 
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in the pure ordered structures. This shift in bond angles at low Nb-concentrations 
indicates stronger directional Nb-C bonding.  
The metallic substitutions had no substantial impact on the charge density as may 
be expected due to V and Nb having similar electronic configuration. Niobium additions 
increased charge density in the M-C bond directions (0.61 vs 0.57 electrons/Å³). In the 5-
coordinated site opposite the carbon vacancy both V-C and Nb-C increase to 0.79 
electrons/Å³.  In the planar directions V-C bonds are 0.48-0.61 electrons/Å³ whereas the 
Nb defect in the same site results in Nb-C bonds of 0.57-0.66 electrons/Å³ indicating 
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Carbon Vacancy and Nb Substitution at (001)VC Surface 
In this Section we consider how the carbon and niobium atoms are distributed 
near the (001) VC surface and what is their effect on the surface energy. First, we 
calculated the surface energy of stoichiometric (001)VC surface to be 1.22 J/m
2
, that is in 
a good agreement with the previous theoretical calculations (1.27 J/m
2
) [50]. The 
relaxation is confined to the two topmost layers and has a rumpling type, where the 
Table 2. Calculated defect formation energy of niobium impurity in vanadium carbides 
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surface carbon and vanadium atoms are shifted outwards by 0.07 Å and inwards by 0.11 
Å (Figure 6a), respectively. The rippling effect (the axial distance between the vanadium 
and carbon atoms which belong to the same plane) decreases from 0.18 Å to 0.05 Å 
going from the surface layer to the first sublayer and it is absent for the second subsurface 
layer. The distance between the surface vanadium and the nearest carbon in the 1
st
 
subsurface layer decreases to 1.93 Å, whereas the distance between the surface carbon 
and the nearest vanadium in subsurface layer increases to 2.15 Å. As a result, we 
obtained a 4.8% contraction of the first interplanar spacing of vanadium sublattice, 
whereas the carbon sublattice slightly expands by about 1% near surface. This relaxed 
geometry agree with the previously obtained results on the (001)VC surface [50], where 
the average first interlayer spacing was found to contract by 1.4% and the rippling 
distance for the V and C atoms which relax inward and outward, respectively, is 0.18 Å. 
Next, the distribution of carbon vacancies near the (001) surface is examined. 
Carbon vacancy in the topmost surface layer enhances the rippling distance between the 
surface carbon and vanadium atoms by up to 0.32 Å, owing to their increased rumpling 
with outward and inward shifts of 0.18 Å and 0.14 Å, respectively, Figure 6(b). In the 
first subsurface layer, all carbon atoms are almost within plane, but a large rippling effect 
(0.08 Å) exists for vanadium atoms. Due to the vanadium buckling, the average first 
interplanar V-V spacing decreases by only 2%, whereas the first interplanar C-C distance 
increases by 7%. Thus, the average first interplanar spacing of the C sublattice should be 
expanded when carbon vacancies are present at the surface. 
For carbon vacancy in the first sublayer, Figure 6(c), there is a rippling relaxation 
for the vanadium atoms on the surface (0.04 Å) and in the second sublayer (0.12 Å). The 
topmost C and V atoms move outward and inward by 0.05 Å and 0.15 Å, respectively, 
(rumpling distance is 0.20 Å). The average first interplanar spacing reduces by 5% for V 
sublattice and increases by 2% for C sublattice. 
When carbon vacancy is in the second subsurface layer (Figure 6d), the surface 
vanadium atoms shift inward by 0.14 Å, but there is a rippling for vanadium atoms in the 




 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e) 
Figure 6. Charge density map for the (001) surface for (a) stoichiometric VC; for the 
carbon vacancy in the topmost (b), first (c) and second (d) sublayer of VCx; and (e) for 




move in plane and in opposite directions by 0.07 Å and 0.04 Å, respectively. As a result, 
the average first interplanar spacing is contracted by 5% for V sublattice and expanded by 
1% for C sublattice, as it was obtained for the stoichiometric surface.  
By comparing the total energies of the configurations with carbon vacancy at the 
surface and in the first and second surface layers, a strong preference of carbon vacancies 
to be two or more layers away from the surface is found. Once the carbon vacancy 
reaches the second sublayer, all neighboring vanadium atoms become 5-coordinated with 
carbon atoms, allowing the vanadium atom above the carbon vacancy to form a bond in 
the direction opposing the vacancy. Carbon vacancies at the surface and within the first 
sublayer do not provide this structure (surface vanadium atom has three and four nearest 
carbon neighbors, respectively). The energy gain for carbon vacancy to be in the first and 
second subsurface layers in comparison with the surface position are 0.29 and 0.48 eV. 
The dependence of surface energy on the depth of carbon vacancy (Figure 7) shows that 
    1 
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the surface energy would increase by 0.4 J/m
2 
if carbon vacancy were in the topmost 
layer. 
Our theoretical results are in accord with the photo-emission study of (100)VC0.80, 
where a strong 1s core level signal from the surface C atoms was observed. In the 
experiment on the low-energy electron diffraction on (001)VC0.80 [56], the two structural 
models with the different carbon concentration on surface were considered to explain the 
results. The authors predict a high carbon concentration on surface (0.4 ± 0.2) and surface 
rippling with the C subplane being higher than the V subplane.  
In marked contrast to carbon vacancy, the niobium substitutional atom prefers to 
reside at the carbide surface, with an energy gain of 0.26 eV as compared to Nb in the 
first sublayer. The outward relaxation of niobium is much smaller (<0.02 A) than that of 
vanadium (0.11 Å), and the average first interplanar spacing demonstrates a contraction 
Figure 7. Surface energy as a function of distance to surface in VC indicates a preference 
for niobium to be at the surface whereas carbon vacancies strongly prefer to be at least 2-
layers away from the carbide surface. 
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by 3.4 % in the metal sublattice and a small expansion (<1%) of the C surface layers. The 
rippling effect reduces with niobium substituted at the surface (Figure 7e). 
CONCLUSIONS 
The presence of ordered vacancies was shown to stabilize vanadium carbide. 
Strengthened metal-carbon covalent bonds were observed near carbon vacancies along 
with nearest neighbor metal-metal bond strength increasing with moving away from 
carbon vacancy sites. Carbon vacancies prefer to exist within the bulk of the carbide 
further stabilizing the non-stoichiometric VCx. The formation of niobium defects within 
vanadium carbide was confirmed by examining the defect formation energy. The defect 
formation in optimized structures is relatively consistent across vanadium carbide 
structures, with concentration playing a more important role than carbon vacancy 
existence. Furthermore, the niobium defect is not expected to have significant impact on 
the structural properties of the vanadium carbide due to its minor structural effects 
(increased volume and M-C bond lengths) and minimal effect on the electronic structure 
(charge density and density of states). Niobium defects were shown to prefer 
substitutional sites at or near carbide surfaces and decrease the cleavage energy when on 
the cleavage plane. 
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In this study, ab-initio density functional methods are used to examine the effects 
of nickel, copper, and chromium substitutions on unstable and intrinsic stacking fault 
energies in FCC iron. The aim of this study was to determine if these alloy additions 
favor the formation and stability of ε-martensite. Nickel and copper additions are shown 
to increase intrinsic stacking fault energy whereas chromium is shown to have a parabolic 
relationship. Effects on the unstable stacking fault energy are also examined indicating 
chromium decreases the unstable stacking fault energy whereas Ni and Cu have a 
complex effect and are dependent upon proximity to the stacking fault.  
INTRODUCTION 
Third generation advanced high strength steels (AHSS) are being designed to 
exceed the strength-ductility combinations of first generation AHSS; such as dual-phase, 
transformation induced plasticity (TRIP), complex phase, and martensitic steel; at a cost 
significantly less than that of second generation AHSS such as twinning induced 
plasticity (TWIP) steel.
1
 High manganese steels, such as Hadfield steel, containing 15-30 
at% Mn are one example of a TWIP steel which gained much attention as a 2nd 
generation AHSS.
2-6
 Although the high Mn steel compositions yield favorable results 
they are expensive and challenging with respect to current steelmaking practices. A 
middle Mn content of less than 8 wt% is desired. Alternative alloying elements to replace 
the manganese are being considered in this work to produce ε-martensite and a dual TRIP 
phenomenon () as reported by McGrath et al.7, but at a lower Mn concentration.  
Stacking fault energy plays an important role in two potential deformation 
mechanisms of austenite: deformation twinning (TWIP) and the transformation to ε-
martensite. Stacking faults, generated by a dissociation of dislocations into Schockly 
partials with a burgers vector of 1/6 <112> on {111} slip planes are used to generate both 
deformation mechanisms such that the shearing each layer results in a twin and shearing 
every other layer transforms the region from FCC austenite to HCP ε-martensite. In 3rd 
generation AHSS a dual-stage TRIP mechanism is targeted in which the austenite 
transforms to ε-martensite before transforming to α-martensite. Both the unstable 
stacking fault (USF) and intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) should be considered when 
examining stacking fault energy due to their role in creating and stabilizing the stacking 
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fault. A decrease in the unstable stacking fault energy (γus) reduces the barrier to forming 
a stacking fault, whereas a reduction in the intrinsic stacking fault energy (γisf) stabilizes 
the HCP ε-martensite relative to the FCC austenite. 
Alloying additions may strongly affect the SFE and therefore the deformation 
mechanism in 3rd generation AHSS.
8-11
 The primary alloying element, manganese, has a 
parabolic influence on stacking fault energy with a minimum between 12-22 at% Mn.
12-15
 
Aluminum and carbon have both been shown to increase γisf, and Al has been further 
demonstrated to decrease γus.
15-18
 Silicon additions are expected to decrease γisf and 
sustain the γ→ε transformation.18, 19  
Chromium, nickel, and copper are common residual elements found in scrap steel, 
which may further influence the stacking fault energy and thereby alter the deformation 
mechanism of 3rd generation AHSS. Experimental and thermochemical modeling studies 
indicate that copper is expected to increase γisf and chromium is expected to decrease 
γisf.18, 20-24 The effect of nickel on stacking fault energy is unclear; studies in high-
chrome stainless steel alloys indicate both γus and γisf increase with increasing nickel 
content whereas a parabolic relationship in the Fe-Ni system with a minimum at 36% Ni 
was originally thought to exist.
21, 22, 25, 26
  
This study employs first-principles density-functional methods to investigate how 
a single impurity at or near the stacking fault affects the unstable and intrinsic stacking 
fault energies in FCC Fe. Furthermore, the impurity distribution near the stacking fault 
and its concentration are taken into account to provide a more accurate description of 
possible phase transformations facilitated by alloying and to guide future alloy design. 
METHOD 
Surface and interface properties, such as stacking fault energy, cleavage energy, 
and interface orientation, are readily calculable with density functional theory (DFT). The 
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) was employed in this study using projector 
augmented waves (PAW) for pseudopotentials and the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) for the exchange–correlation functional.27-29 Calculations were 
performed on a 24-atom supercell using a 6x6x4 Monkhorst-Pack mesh to generate k-
points with convergence in the total energy within 0.02 eV/atom. The 6 layer 24-atom 
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supercell has been shown sufficiently large to remove interference effects in the periodic 
structure.
15, 30
 A 54-atom supercell based on the 24-atom supercell with a larger stacking 
fault surface area to accommodate 9-atoms per layer was also used to evaluate decreased 
impurity concentrations. A 4x4x4 Monkhorst-Pack mesh was used for the 54-atom 
supercell to generate k-points with energetic convergence within 0.02eV/atom. Atomic 
positions were not relaxed after creation of the stacking fault to avoid relaxation to the 
original (ideal) atomic configuration; the resultant forces were examined in the results. 
The valence electron density for the Fe, Cr, Cu, and Ni atoms were defined by the 4s and 
3d electrons. 
Generalized stacking fault energies (GSFE) were calculated by a rigid shift along 
the <112> direction in the (111) slip plane. To achieve this geometry, the 24-atom 
supercell contained six (111) layers with four atoms per layer, Figure 1.B, with two 
constant translation vectors 𝒂1 = 𝑎(1/2, √3/2,0), 𝒂2 = 𝑎(−1/2, √3/2,0), and a 
variable vector 𝒂3 = 𝑎(0, 𝑥, √6) along the fault displacement where 𝑎 = 𝑎𝑓𝑐𝑐√2.
15, 31
 
Using these vectors the full GSFE curve can be generated using the same Cartesian 
atomic coordinates within the cell and changing only the x value in 𝒂3. The partial 
burgers vector in FCC materials, bp, is 1/6 <112> {111}, which corresponds to 𝑥 =
√1/12 in the given configuration. The three critical points along the GSFE curve are the 
unstable stacking fault energy (γus) at 1/2 bp, the intrinsic stacking fault energy (γisf) at 1 
bp, and the maximum value (γmax) at 2 bp which corresponds to the identical layers at the 
stacking fault before returning to the original configuration at 3 bp. Stacking fault energy 
was calculated as shown in equation 1, by calculating the energetic change from the 
undistorted lattice to the sheared lattice.  
 GSFE(J/m2) = 1.602×10-19(J/eV) ∙ ∆E(eV)  S(area, m2)⁄  (1) 
The GSFE curve for FCC-Fe (austenite) is shown below in Figure 1A indicating 
the unstable and intrinsic stacking fault energies at the 0.5 and 1.0 burgers vector 
displacement positions respectively. A recent first-principles study confirmed the concept 
that alloying elements only impact the stacking fault energy at or near the stacking fault 
interface.
15
 Figure 1B shows the stacking sequence for unfaulted FCC.  The effect of 
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distance on the stacking fault energy is examined by considering 25% coverage of 
impurities in each of the three layers nearest the stacking fault, sites 0-2 in Figure 1C. 
Concentration effects on stacking fault energy are determined by increasing the impurity 
concentration along the stacking fault as shown in Figure 1D. Clustering of impurities is 
investigated using the same 24-atom supercell as a function of total energy differential as 
the distance between two impurities in bulk FCC iron is increased.   
RESULTS 
Impurity Proximity to Stacking Fault 
In this section the stacking fault energy is calculated as a function of the impurity 
location with respect to the stacking fault. Impurity concentrations of 25% per layer, 
corresponding to 4 at% total or 12.5% at the stacking fault, in each of the three layers 
nearest to the stacking fault were used as illustrated schematically in Figure 1C. To 
enable either TWIP or the formation of ε-martensite for dual TRIP behavior the intrinsic 
fault should be further stabilized with respect to austenite through a decrease in γisf. A 
decrease of γus is also desired in order to reduce the barrier to forming a stacking fault 
that may facilitate the nucleation of dislocations favorable to formation of twins or ε-
martensite.  
Chromium additions appear to behave similarly to Mn additions, decreasing both 
γisf and γus.values. The magnitude of the decrease of γisf and γus for Cr additions of -10 
mJ/m
2
 and -28 mJ/m
2
 respectively, are comparable to the -25 mJ/m
2
 and -16 mJ/m
2
 
decreases observed for Mn additions.
15
 As the distance between the chromium impurities 
is increased, a subsequent increase in the stacking fault energy is observed, approaching 
the austenite γisf and γus values of -359 mJ/m
2
 and 490 mJ/m
2
, respectively.  
The effect of both nickel and copper impurities are similar and are discussed 
together.  Both Ni and Cu significantly increase γisf , by 124 mJ/m
2
 and 126 mJ/m
2
, 





significant increase indicates preferential stabilization of the FCC austenite over the HCP 
ε-martensite, which may be due in part to the FCC structure of bulk Ni and Cu. As the 
single impurities are moved away from the stacking fault and into the Fe bulk structure, 
the energy decreases to that of austenite. This was true for the for Cr impurities as well.  
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The effect of Ni and Cu on the unstable stacking fault energy is more complex. At 
the stacking fault interface both Ni and Cu decrease γus by -40 mJ/m
2
 and -98 mJ/m
2
, 
respectively. When the impurity concentration is one layer away from the stacking fault, 
a sharp increase in the γus is observed, exceeding that of austenite by 34 mJ/m
2
 and 47 
mJ/m
2
 for Ni and Cu impurities, respectively. Further distancing the Ni and Cu (or Cr) 
impurities from the stacking fault interface again returns γus to the austenitic value as is 
observed in the intrinsic stacking fault case.  
Analysis of the behavior of Cu and Ni impurities near the unstable stacking fault 
in austenite is continued using the partial density of states. Because the effect was larger 
for Cu impurities and is easier to discern, Figure 3 compares the partial density of states 
for copper in austenite. The shape of the curve when the impurity is at the unstable 
stacking fault (USF) is visually different from the other cases: no fault, 1-layer away and 
2-layers away. The area under the partial density of states curve up to the Fermi energy, 
indicative of the bonding strength, is marginally increased for Cu at the USF at 10.26 
states/Cu-atom compared with 10.24 states/Cu-atom in the other three cases. 
Furthermore, the bonding peak characteristics are different from the other 3 cases.  The 
peak height is decreased from 5.20 ± 0.01 states/eV to 4.83 states/eV and the peak 
position is shifted from -4.18 eV to -4.14 eV.  
Clustering and Concentration at Stacking Fault 
In this section both the impurity tendency to cluster in austenite and the effect of 
the impurity concentration at the stacking fault on γisf are investigated. Clustering of two 
impurity atoms in the 24-atom supercell was investigated both within bulk austenite and 
near the stacking fault. Chromium impurities prefer to segregate within FCC iron with 
clustering increasing the energy by an average of 148 meV. Nickel impurities have a 
slight preference for clustering in austenite with clustering decreasing energy by -33 
meV. Copper impurities strongly prefer clustering in austenite with an average energy 
decrease of -248 meV.  
Low concentration effects were further examined using the 54-atom supercell. 
Impurity concentration of of 5.6 at% and 12.5 at% Ni and Cu at the stacking fault are 
shown in Figure 4 to be nearly linear and were used to approximate the net effect of each 
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impurity on the stacking fault energy. Ni and Cu impurities increase γisf by 9.9 mJ/m
2
 per 
at% Ni and 10.0 mJ/m
2
 per at% Cu at the stacking fault. Cr exhibits a parabolic behavior 
with a minimum around 12% Cr at the stacking fault. For Cr concentrations at the 
stacking fault up to 5.6 at%, γisf decreases by -1.7 mJ/m
2
 per at% Cr and from 25-50% Cr 
at the stacking fault γisf increases by 4.8 mJ/m
2
 per at% Cr.  
Experimental measurements of Ni and Cr concentration effects upon stacking 
fault energy in austenitic stainless steel alloys indicate Ni decreased γisf by 2 mJ/m
2
 per 
wt% Ni in the range of 4-20% Ni and chromium increased γisf by 1 mJ/m
2
 per wt% Cr in 
the range of 10-20% Cr.
24
  
In fully examining the effect of Cr concentration on γisf, calculations were 
performed for a series of impurity configurations on the (111) planes on both sides of the 
stacking fault.  The 24-atom supercell with 4-atoms per layer gave 8 atomic positions in 
the two layers nearest the stacking fault.  The configurations examined were: (1+1), 
(2+0), (3+0), (2+1), (4+0), (3+1), and (2+2) such that (i+j) = 2, 3, or 4 denotes the 
number of Cr atoms near the stacking fault. The results shown in Figure 5 indicate a wide 
range of stacking fault energies possible at each concentration.   
The dominant factor in the stacking fault energy for a given Cr concentration is 
the exchange of Cr-Cr bonds for Cr-Fe bonds during the formation of the intrinsic 
stacking fault.  Cr was shown to favor segregation compared to clustering, which 
indicates a preference to form Cr-Fe bonds over Cr-Cr bonds in the FCC iron matrix. 
Minimum stacking fault energy values occur when the formation of the intrinsic stacking 
fault breaks Cr-Cr bonds and forms Cr-Fe bonds whereas maximums correspond to the 
opposite scenario. When the number of Cr-Cr to Cr-Fe bond transitions during stacking 
fault formation are the same, the stacking fault energy becomes a function of layer 
coverage, with lowest stacking fault energy corresponding to Cr impurities in the same 
layer.  Such that in the case where (i+j) = 4 has the following relationship: E(4+0) < 
E(3+1) < E(2+2). As a result, Cr atoms are expected to cluster at the stacking fault. 
Further work is required to fully understand the role of Cr in stabilization of stacking 
faults.  It is expected that carbon will alter the results as previously shown by Medvedeva 




Nickel and copper additions have been shown to increase intrinsic stacking fault 
energy by 9.9 mJ/m
2
 per at% Ni and 10.0 mJ/m
2
 per at% Cu at the stacking fault. 
Chromium concentration has a parabolic behavior with regard to intrinsic stacking fault 
energy with a minimum around 12 at% Cr at the stacking fault. For Cr concentrations at 
the stacking fault up to 5.6 at% γisf decreases by -1.7 mJ/m2 per at% Cr and from 25-
50% Cr at the stacking fault γisf increases by 4.8 mJ/m2 per at% Cr. Chromium also 
decreases the unstable stacking fault energy whereas Ni and Cu have a complex effect as 
a function of proximity to the stacking fault.  
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Figure 1. 1.A) generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) curve for austenite where the 
displacement is in units of the burgers vector (bp) a 1/6 shift along the <112> direction in 
the (111) plane. The unstable stacking fault is indicated at 0.5 and the negative intrinsic 
stacking fault is located at 1.0 displacement. B) unfaulted austenite. C) intrinsic stacking 
fault in austenite indicating the three layering positions of single impurities. D) 










Figure 2. Effect of impurity distance from fault on stacking fault energy for intrinsic and 




























































































Figure 3. Partial density of states for copper in austenite as a function of distance from 






Figure 4. Effect of concentration of impurities at stacking fault on intrinsic stacking fault 
energy based on average stacking fault energy at each concentration. 
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Figure 5. Intrinsic stacking fault energy for varying Cr impurity concentrations and 
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The effect of 3d and 4d transition metal (TM) additions on the intrinsic stacking 
fault energy (SFE) in fcc Fe is studied to elucidate the role of alloying in the deformation 
mechanisms in austenitic steels. The results of ab-initio calculations reveal that only Mn 
reduces the SFE, stabilizing the local hcp structure, whereas all other d-additions are 
expected to decrease the hcp→fcc transformation temperature and restrain the ε-
martensite formation. We predict a parabolic dependence of SFE on the atomic number 
of d-element across the series, with the largest increase in SFE obtained for the early and 
late elements in the d-series that follow (correlate) the difference in the valence electrons 
between the TM and Fe atoms. To understand the SFE behavior in fcc Fe alloys, the 
driving forces for the fcc to hcp phase transformations of transition metal X and solid 
solution Fe-X were considered with an ab-initio approach. It is found that the solution 
model explains the SFE trends for all TM additions except the late TMs with fully 
occupied d-shells (Cu and Ag).  
INTRODUCTION 
The active deformation mechanism in austenitic steels is controlled by the 
stacking fault energy (SFE). The intrinsic stacking fault energy plays an important role in 
the formation of deformation twins and ε-martensite allowing either twinning induced 
plasticity (TWIP) or transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) to respectively occur. TRIP 
was shown to be the dominant mechanism in steels with a low SFE, less than 20 mJ/m
2
, 
whereas TWIP is associated with a medium SFE of about 15-35 mJ/m
2
 [1]. To enable the 
TRIP mechanism, the intrinsic stacking fault should be stabilized with respect to 
austenite through a decrease in SFE, which may be achieved by altering alloy chemistry, 
temperature, and strain.  
The effect of transition metal elements on SFE – either as alloying additions or 
residual elements – is of concern for alloy development since these additions may 
significantly alter SFE and therefore affect the active deformation mechanism [2–4]. The 
SFE values of multicomponent systems are often considered to be proportional to the 
Gibbs free energies of the fcc to hcp transformation within a regular solution model with 
estimated parameters from experimental thermodynamic data. These estimations have 
been made for the Fe-Mn-C and Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C alloys [1,5–7]. For Mn additions, a 
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parabolic behavior was calculated with an SFE minimum at 12 at% [8], 15 at% [9], or 22 
at% Mn [10]. 
Ab-initio methods have been employed to determine the stacking fault energies 
following both explicit and implicit approaches. The SFE may be explicitly calculated as 
a total energy difference between the ideal and faulted lattices. This explicit approach has 
been used to predict the SFE in nonmagnetic Fe [11,12], as well as Fe-N [13], Fe-C 
[12,14], Fe-Mn and Fe-Al [12] alloys. An implicit ab-initio approach to calculate SFE 
has also been used recently following the axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) 
model, where the energies of the fcc, hcp and double hcp phases are calculated to 
determine SFE of the fcc phases in the Fe-Mn system [15–17]. The implicit approach 
allows for a more homogeneous description of the bulk environment whereas the explicit 
calculations provide a more complete understanding of segregation effects as well as the 
electronic structure changes at the stacking fault [14].  
In this study, a first-principles approach was employed to describe the effects of 
3d and 4d transition metal alloying additions on the stacking fault energy in fcc Fe. The 
objective of this work was to contribute towards a systematic understanding of the 
correlation between composition and stacking fault energy in austenitic steels. Our 
strategy was to obtain the SFE from the explicit ab-initio simulation of stacking fault 
defect and to predict how additions can affect stabilization of austenite or ε-martensite. 
Furthermore, we applied ab-initio estimations within a regular solution model in order to 
find the correlations with the phase transformations. To analyze the calculated trends in 
SFE, we estimated the driving forces for the fcc to hcp transformations of the 3d or 4d 
transition metal X and solid solution Fe-X. 
METHOD  
The total-energy calculations were performed with the Vienna ab-initio 
Simulation Package (VASP) [18], using projector augmented waves (PAW) [19,20] and 
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange correlation functional [21]. 
Calculations were performed on a 24-atom supercell consisting of six (111) layers, where 
one of four Fe atoms in the stacking fault plane was substituted for alloying addition. 
This supercell has been shown sufficiently large to remove interference effects across the 
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layers [12,13]. The supercell configuration corresponds to the impurity concentration of 
25% in layer and 4% in bulk. A 6x6x4 Monkhorst-Pack mesh was used for 24-atom 
supercell to generate k-points with convergence in the total energy within 0.02 eV/atom.  
Stacking fault energy was calculated via the total energy difference between 
undistorted lattice and sheared lattice. The latter was simulated by a rigid shift along the 
<112> direction in the (111) slip plane that corresponds to the partial Burgers vector in 
fcc structure, bp=1/6 <112> {111}.  Atomic positions were relaxed in the direction 
normal to the stacking fault plane until the atomic forces were less than 0.02 eV/Å. In this 
work, we restricted the explicit calculations of SFE to the nonmagnetic Fe state, 
following previous investigations [11,12] where similar SFE values were obtained for the 
ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic states in Fe and Fe-Mn. The stacking fault energy for fcc 
Fe-X was calculated for the substitutional X addition which was placed at the stacking 
fault plane. Recent works have shown that SFE decreases linearly as the substitutional 
point defect is moved from the stacking fault region into the bulk, with the effects 
absolved upon reaching a depth of two layers from the stacking fault [12,14]. 
In order to analyze the trends in SFE, a regular solution model was employed, 
where the driving forces for the fcc to hcp phase transformations of transition metal X  
and solid solution Fe-X were calculated ab-initio.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
For pure fcc Fe in non-magnetic state, we predict the SFE value to be -390 mJ/m
2
 
which is in agreement with the values obtained from previous explicit ab-initio 
calculations [11-14].  For fcc Fe-X, the calculated stacking fault energies demonstrate a 
parabolic dependence on the atomic number of d-impurity across the series (Fig.1a). The 
calculated SFE values do not follow the atomic size misfit between the impurity and Fe 
atoms, but rather appear to have an electronic origin correlated with the difference in the 
number of valence electrons of Fe and the substitutional addition. The 3d- and 4d-
additions which have the same number of valence electrons (e.g., Ru) or 1-2 fewer (e.g., 
Cr, Mn, or Tc) as compared to that of Fe, slightly affect the SFE, Fig. 1a. In contrast, the 
additions with a larger or much smaller number of valence electrons than that of Fe 





indicating a stabilization of hcp over fcc structure for the considered concentration of 4 
at.% Mn in the fcc Fe-Mn alloy. 
The crystal structure of alloying elements (hcp for Ti, Zr, Co, Tc, and Ru; bcc for 
V, Cr, Nb, and Mo; or fcc for Ni, Cu, Pd, and Ag) does not correlate with the obtained 
SFE trends. Moreover, the calculated energy difference between fcc and hcp structures, 
ΔEhcp→fcc, for the 3d and 4d transition metals, Fig. 1b, is also a poor predictor of the 
trends in the SFE obtained in the explicit calculations. Based on the nonmagnetic values 
of ΔEhcp→fcc, which are in agreement with previous nonmagnetic results obtained by the 
tight-binding method [22], the fcc structure is more stable for the transition metals with a 
larger number of valence electrons than Fe as well as for V, Cr, Nb, Mo, while the hcp 
structure is preferred by Ti, Zr, Mn, Fe, Tc, Ru. Thus, the beginning elements in the d-
series (Ti and Zr) demonstrate a strong preference to have hcp structure, Fig. 1b, 
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Figure 1. (a) The calculated stacking fault energies for fcc Fe-4 at.%X with respect to fcc 
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The trends obtained within the explicit SFE calculations were further analyzed 
using the proportionality of the SFE and the Gibbs energy. The Gibbs free energy 
associated with the phase transformation from fcc to hcp (ΔG) is an indicator of the 
thermodynamic driving force for stacking fault creation [23]. In this study we estimate 
the driving force within the framework of a regular solution model as shown in the 
following equation:   
ΔGhcp→fcc = cFe ΔE
hcp→fcc
(Fe) + cX ΔE
hcp→fcc
(X) + cFe · cX  ΔE
hcp→fcc
(FecFeXcX) (1) 
where cFe and cX are the concentrations of Fe and X  in the Fe-X alloy, respectively. 
The value of ΔEhcp→fcc for solid solution Fe-X (Fig. 2a) was estimated as a total 
energy difference between the hcp and fcc structures of Fe0.75X0.25 with volumes equal to 
fcc Fe. The concentration of X in this configuration exactly corresponds to those at the 
stacking fault plane in our explicit calculations. We find that the ΔEhcp→fcc values are 
positive and largest for the elements in the beginning of each period with the maximum 
values corresponding to Ti and Zr that have hcp structure. The elements with the same or 
greater number of the valence electrons as Fe (Co, Ni in 3d-series, and Rh, Pd in 4d-
series) as well as Mn provide almost equal ΔEhcp→fcc. The strongest preference to have 
hcp structure is obtained for Fe0.75X0.25 where X is a TM with filled d-states (Cu, Ag), 
Fig. 2a. 
The total ΔGhcp→fcc values calculated according to Eq.1 are shown in Fig. 2b. We 
find that the ΔGhcp→fcc curves correlate with the parabolic dependences of SFE (Fig.1a) 
for all additions except for the end elements in the 3d and 4d series (Ni, Cu, Pd, and Ag). 
Based on the results of ΔEhcp→fcc for transition metals (Fig. 1b) and solid solutions (Fig. 
2a), we conclude that the energy difference between the hcp and fcc structures of solid 
solution determines the SFE for the early elements (Ti, Zr), whereas the structural 
stability of the transition metal is important for Fe alloys with late period additions. 
Thus, the dependence of stacking fault energy in fcc Fe alloys on the atomic 
number of d-alloying impurity can be explained using simple model calculations. An 
exception is additions with the filled d-states for which the Fe-X alloy demonstrates a 
strong preference for the hcp structure. Furthermore, the calculations of ΔEhcp→fcc for Fe1-
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xCux where x = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 showed that the fcc structure is favorable over hcp 





(a)  (b) 
Figure 2. The energy difference between the hcp and fcc structures for (a) solid solution 






SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  
In summary, a first-principles method was employed to examine the effects of 
alloying elements on stacking fault energy of fcc iron. A parabolic behavior of the SFE 
across the periods for 3d and 4d alloying elements was obtained. We predict that all 
transition metal additions except manganese increase SFE and the increasing effect 
correlates with the difference in the number of valence electrons of TM and Fe atoms. 
Thus, all TM additions except Mn should decrease the hcp→fcc transformation 
temperature and restrain the ε-martensite formation. The thermodynamic driving forces 
for the fcc to hcp phase transformations of transition metal X (X=3d and 4d elements) 
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energies calculated explicitly for fcc Fe-X are in accord with the trends in the solution 
model, with the exception for the transition metals with the filled d-states. 
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IV. CARBON INTERACTIONS WITH AUSTENITIC FE-MN-X-C ALLOYS  
(X= CR AND SI)  
In preparation for submission to Acta Materialia. 






Stacking fault energy is a consideration in austenitic high manganese alloy design 
in order to determine the active deformation mechanism. During deformation of the fcc 
phase, stacking faults are created in austenite and may be repeated on every subsequent 
plane to form a twin resulting in twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) or on every other 
plane to form ε-martensite followed by α'-martensite via transformation-induced 
plasticity (TRIP). It has been suggested that the nucleation of ε-martensite is a critical 
step in the nucleation process of α'-martensite from austenite in the TRIP phenomena, 
implying a transient metastable state of the ε-martensite.[1,2] Alternatively, the 
transformation sequence austenite → ε-martensite → α'-martensite has been termed two-
stage TRIP, observed in alloys with stable ε-martensite.[3] The probability of forming a 
twin compared to tripping to ε-martensite is not well understood. An approximate 
relationship to SFE has been described such that TRIP steels generally have low SFE, 
less than 20 mJ/m
2
, and TWIP steels have medium SFE or 20-50 mJ/m
2
.[4] The stacking 
fault energy is known to be altered by alloy chemistry, temperature, and strain; this work 
will consider the effects of alloy chemistry.  
Recent studies have begun elucidating the effect of alloying additions on the 
stacking fault energy in Fe-Mn alloys through experimental, thermodynamic modeling, 
and first-principles calculations. Experimental studies have shown complex results for the 
effect of Si and Cr with the effect being a function other alloying additions present. 
Experimentally Si has been shown to decrease SFE in austenitic high Mn and Cr-Ni 
stainless alloys [5–8] at room temperature, but was also shown to increase SFE at 500K 
in similar alloys [9]. Thermochemical modelling of a low Mn alloy indicates a complex 
behavior of Si first increasing SFE before decreasing after 4 mass % [10].  Recent ab-
initio results suggest that Si decreases the Néel temperature as well as strongly affects 
local magnetic ordering below the Néel temperature resulting in conflicting hcp/fcc phase 
stability results [11]. Additionally, the nonmagnetic contribution to the stacking fault 
energy was shown to increase as a function of increasing Si content, and above the Néel 
temperature be the significant component of the stacking fault energy [12]. Similarly, the 
effect of Cr on the stacking fault energy has been shown experimentally increase SFE 
[9,13,14] and also decrease SFE in similar alloys [6,15]. Thermochemical modeling 
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suggests that Cr decreases SFE [10] Previous ab-inito work [16] has indicated that as a 
sole alloying addition in fcc Fe, Cr increases stacking fault energy at a concentration of 4 
at% when it is located at the stacking fault. This first-principles work examines the 
interaction between Cr and Si in a Fe-Mn-Al-C alloy on electronic level to enable 
predictions of stacking fault energy in this alloy class. 
METHODOLOGY 
The first-principles calculations were performed with the Vienna ab-initio 
Simulation Package (VASP) [17], using projector augmented waves (PAW) [18,19] and 
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange correlation functional [20]. 
The valence electron density was defined as the 4s and 3d electrons of Fe, Mn and Cr, 3s 
and 3p electrons of Si, and 2s and 2p electrons of C using the PAW Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) pseudopotentials. A kinetic energy cut-off of 350 eV was used in all 
calculations. The 32-atom cubic fcc supercell, depicted in Figure 1, used to determine 
alloying element interactions was sampled with a 4x4x4 Monkhurst-Pack grid giving 
accuracy within 0.5 meV/atom, which is sufficient for determining site preferences. Full 
relaxation of the ion positions and lattice parameter were conducted to resolve forces on 
each atom to less than 0.01 eV/Å. Binding energies, Eb, were calculated as shown below 
in equation 1. 
 Eb (Fe-X-Z) = [E(Fe-X) + E(Fe-Z)] – [E(Fe-X-Z) + E(Fe)] (1) 
Following this notation, positive and negative binding energies correspond to attractive 
and repulsive interactions between alloying additions X and Z respectively.  
Stacking fault energy calculations were performed on a 36-atom supercell 
consisting of nine (111) layers. The stacking fault energies were calculated by a rigid 
shift along the <112> direction in the (111) slip plane corresponding to the partial 
Burgers vector in fcc materials, bp=1/6 <112> {111}. Stacking fault energy was 
calculated as the energy change from between the sheared lattice and the undistorted 
lattice. Atomic positions were relaxed in the direction normal to the stacking fault until 





Figure 1. Schematic of atomic placements in 32-atom cubic supercell for alloying 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Alloying interactions and distribution in nonmagnetic fcc Fe 
An optimized lattice parameer of 3.446 Å was utilized for nonmagnetic fcc Fe 
which is in good agreement with previous ab-inito results [21–23]. Interstitial carbon was 
introduced in in an octaheral site giving rise to a lattice parameter increase to 3.470 Å and 
local distortion of Fe-Fe bonds around the occupied octahedral site in agreement with 
past ab-initio calculations and experimental results [23,24]. Upon relaxation the Fe-C 
distance increased from 1.72 to 1.87 Å. 
Chromium substitution at 3 at.% in nonmagnetic fcc Fe (Fe31Cr) resulted in a 
lattice parameter increase from 3.446 to 3.454 Å and an outward shift of Fe atoms around 
the Cr impurity from 2.44 to 2.46 Å. Calculations for two Cr substitutional atoms 
(Fe30Cr2) showed a repulsive interaction for Cr atoms in nearest neighbor sites (Eb equal 
to -0.07 eV). Weak attractive interactions were predicted for sites 2 and 4 (Eb equal to 























(a) 1/8 Supercell (c) 1/8 Supercell (b) 1/4 Supercell 
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calculated for sites 3 and 5 indicating again a repulsive ineraction.  This energy profile 
indicates a segregation preference to increase the planar concentration of Cr in fcc Fe 
without introducing nearest neighbor interactions.  
Silicon substitutions at 3 at.% (Fe31Si) also increased atomic spacing around the 
Si impurity from 2.44 to 2.46 Å and marginally increased the nonmagnetic fcc Fe lattice 
parameter to 3.450 Å. Calculations of 6 at.% Si substitution (Fe30Si2) resulted in repulsive 
interactions between Si atoms for all sites with the most repulsive sites being 1 and 4, 
with Eb equal to -0.24 and -0.23 eV, respectively. The sites with the least repulsive 
interactions, 3 and 5, correspond to the third coordination sphere and the most remote site 
possible within the 32-atom cell (Eb equal to -0.03 and -0.06 eV, respectively). Silicon 
ordering in fcc Fe has not been studied experimentally to the extent of Si in bcc Fe, in 
which Fe3Si (D03 structure) is well documented. Si ordering in Fe3Si is such that the Si 
atoms occupy third coordination sphere sites similar to the prediction of site 3 having the 




Table 1. Site preference energies (meV) for impurities in fcc Fe corresponding to site 
positions in Figure 1. Zero energy corresponds to the lowest site energy. 
Site Fe30Cr2 Fe30Si2 Fe31CrC Fe31SiC Fe30MnCrC Fe30MnSiC 
1 123 208 0 686 0 686 
2 0 71 21 0 35 705 
3 61 0 69 125 64 0 
4 11 199 38 108 106 132 
5 84 27   155 186 






Carbon interactions with alloying additions of Si and Cr were also examined in 
Fe31XC alloys. Substitution around the carbon site results in distortion of the octahedra 
with lengthening of the X-C distance to 1.96 and 2.01Å for Cr and Si respectively, and 
shortening of the Fe-C distance in the 180
o
 X-C-Fe pair to 1.84 and 1.83Å respectively; 
remaing Fe-C distances remain unchanged. The binding energy between Cr and C is 
attractive for each site considered, with the highest binding energy calculated for the 
nearest neighbor site (Eb = +0.09). Interactions between Si and C are strongly repulsive in 
the nearest neighbor site (Eb = -0.62) and attractive in the second coordination sphere (Eb 
= +0.06). The site preferences and binding energies exhibited by Cr and Si with respect to 
C are similar to those of Mn and Al, respectively, although the repulsive interaction 
between Si and C in nearest neighbor positions is calculated to be more than twice that of 
the Al and C interaction in the same configuration of -0.28eV [25].  
Interactions of Si and Cr with C and Mn (Fe30MnXC) are examined assuming Mn 
and C are situated in nearest neighbor sites, following previous experimental and ab-
initio calculation results indicating an attractive binding energy [25,26]. The Cr addition 
prefers to occupy site 1 to form a 180
o
 Cr–C–Mn pair with a binding energy of 0.13 eV. 
The next most preferred site is position 2, introducing weakly repulsive Cr – Mn 
neighbor interactions while maintaining the strong attractive Cr – C interaction. 
Alternatively the most preferable position for Si is site 3, in the second coordination 
sphere of the C. Site 9, also within the second coordination sphere of the C atom and also 
a nearest neighbor of the Mn has increase in site energy by 49 meV indicating Si prefers 
to avoid Mn. Aluminum was shown to have a similar site preference in relation to a Mn–
C pair, although the energy increase as a function of neighboring a Mn is more 
pronounced for Al than Si.  
These calculations show energetically preferred ordering of Si and Cr in relation 
to Mn and C within a nonmagnetic fcc Fe alloy. The diffusion of C towards Cr atoms is 
likely due to the attractive interactions, and in alloys containing Mn, a Mn – C – Cr pair 
is also energetically favored. Previous work has demonstrated C diffuses away from 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
First-principles methods were used to investigate interactions at the electronic 
level for two key components of advanced high strength steel alloy design: carbide 
formation and stacking fault energy. Bulk, surface, and interface properties of vanadium 
carbide as a function of substoichiometry and niobium defects were investigated as well 
as the effect of alloying additions on the stacking fault energy of fcc iron.  
Carbon vacancies were shown to stabilize substoichiometric vanadium carbide 
VCx through a combination of increased local V-C bond strength and an increased 
metallic V-V interactions. The ordered structures V8C7 and V6C5 resulted in localized Vc 
– V – C – V – Vc ordering giving rise to a pair of strong V-C bonds. Metallic V-V 
interactions were increased in the second coordination sphere of a carbon vacancy. 
Examination of the VCx free surface showed that the surface energy is minimized when 
there are no carbon vacancies in the outer two layers, enabling the (surface/Vc) – V – C – 
V – Vc ordering. In the case of the Fe/VCx interface however, carbon vacancies act to 
stabilize the interface. 
Niobium defects in substoichiometric VCx were shown have no substitutional site 
preference to be near a carbon vacancy. Additionally, carbon vacancies were shown to be 
more effective at stabilizing VC than NbC, resulting in more significant local structure 
relaxations around carbon vacancies in VCx than NbCx indicating a stronger directional 
bonding interaction for Nb than V. VC and NbC were shown to be completely 
immiscibile at 0K although at elevated temperatures a solid solution would likely exist 
enabling mixed-metal (V,Nb)C precipitation in steel, as indeed observed experimentally. 
Furthermore, niobium-defects in VC were shown to minimize surface energy when 
located at the carbide surface. 
Explicit calculations of stacking fault energy indicate that only Mn additions 
decrease the intrinsic stacking fault energy of FCC iron. The effect of Cr was shown to be 
negligible at low concentrations whereas the effect of Si may be complex and reduce the 
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stacking fault energy at high concentrations. Intrinsic stacking fault energy was shown to 
follow a parabolic trend across the 3d and 4d elements with minimums for Mn and Tc, 
both having one fewer valence electron than Fe. All 4d elements increased stacking fault 
energy as a result of additional strain due to misfit. The unstable stacking fault energy 
was shown to decrease for all alloying additions considered and again followed a 
parabolic trend, with maximums at Fe and Rh in the 3d and 4d elements respectively. 
Thermodynamic modeling of SFE using an implicit approach indicated that inclusion of 
magnetic effects has a significant effect on implicit calculations of SFE as compared with 






5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
5.1. IRON / VANADIUM CARBIDE INTERFACE 
Transition metal carbides TiC and VC have recently been experimentally 
observed to act as hydrogen traps in high strength steels.[70], [136] Alloying with carbide 
formers for the purpose of trapping hydrogen and thereby reducing or eliminating 
hydrogen embrittlement would be beneficial for the high-Mn and third generation AHSS 
steel systems. Following the results of the first paper, indicating the surface energy of 
vanadium carbide is stabilized when carbon stoichiometry is maintained in the outer two 
atomic layers and that niobium defects further stabilize the surface, the role of carbon 
vacancies and niobium defects on the Fe/VCx interface behavior should be examined.  
Preliminary calculations have been performed for the nonmagnetic ferrite/VCx 
interface. The Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship was assumed, yielding an 
interface orientation of (001)VC // (001)α and [110]VC // [100]α. The layer alignment was 
such that the surface Fe-atoms are aligned vertically with the C-atoms in the surface layer 
of the carbide as this configuration has been shown to be preferred in similar metal – 
metal carbide/nitride systems. The slab thickness of 5-layers and 9-layers for the Fe and 
VCx respectively were determined to be sufficiently thick to converge the surface energy. 
The interface simulation cell consisted of an Fe-slab, followed by a VC-slab and again a 
repetition of the Fe-slab to create two identical Fe/VC interfaces. The Fe-slabs were 
separated by a minimum vacuum of 10Å to prevent interaction. Each slab was fully 
relaxed to within 0.05eV/Å force acting on each ion. In these preliminary results, the 
interface was not relaxed, however due to the observed surface rippling, the interface 
should be relaxed to ensure the relative interface stability does not change. 
Calculations were performed for four VC-slab configurations: stoichiometric VC, 
VCx with 50% carbon vacancies in the outer, first sublayer, and second sublayer. For 
symmetry, the carbon vacancies were introduced from both free surfaces. As carbon 
vacancies move into the bulk of the vanadium carbide, the interface is stabilized as 
shown in Figure 5.1. Further the separation distance is decreased by 1% as the carbon 





Estimates of the work of adhesion were calculated based on the universal binding 
energy relation (UBER) and are shown in Figure 5.2.[137] Equation 11 represents the 
UBER for the given geometry where Wad is the work of adhesion, Ei are the total energies 
of the i components, and SA is the surface area one interface. 
 Wad = (2 * EFe-slab + EVC-slab – EFe/VC/Fe) / ( 2 * SAFe/VC) (11) 
Wad is minimized when the carbon vacancies are two sublayers removed from the 
interface corresponding to the lowest energy state, corresponding to the same Wad as the 
stoichiometric VC. Similar calculations were performed for Fe-slabs containing carbon in 




























atoms removed from the two layers nearest the interface and removed into the Fe-bulk. 
These results suggest a positive driving force for carbon diffusion out of a stoichiometric 
carbide into the surrounding ferritic matrix.  
Additional calculations should be performed to confirm these preliminary results 
allowing for relaxation of the Fe/VC interface as the surface rippling observed in the VC-
slab may be altered when in proximity to the Fe-slab. Further the hydrogen trapping 
potential of the fcc Fe / VC interface as a function of carbon vacancies and niobium 
concentration should be assessed. Additionally, effects of magnetism should also be 































Figure 5.2 Work of adhesion as a function of separation distance for Fe/VCx derived 
using the Universal Binding Energy Relation 
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5.2. MAGNETO-VOLUME INSTABILITY EFFECT ON STACKING FAULT 
ENERGY IN FCC IRON  
The formation of a stacking fault results in localized volumetric changes. In the 
fcc structure, iron has both a low-spin and high-spin ferromagnetic state corresponding to 
local minima in the volume – free energy curve shown in Figure 1.3. The formation of a 
stacking fault may alter the local magnetic state in a ferromagnetic iron system and 
thereby significantly affect the resulting stacking fault energy. Therefore, magnetic 
calcualtions of the low-spin and high-spin ferromagnetic states as well as 
antiferromagnetic states on Fe are expected to shed light on the role of magneto-volume 
effects in the deformation mechanisms.  
5.3. TWIP- AND TRIP-ABILITY OF FCC IRON FROM FIRST-PRINCIPLES  
The intrinsic stacking fault energy (SFE) of fcc iron is commonly used to 
characterize the dominant deformation mechanism in austenitic alloys as it may be 
determined experimentally. The influence of the unstable stacking fault energy, which 
may be described as the barrier to forming a stacking fault, is not well understood. In the 
development of third generation advanced high strength steels the question whether a 
stacking fault proceeds to nucleate a twin or a ε-martensite plate remains unsolved. The 
progression from an unfaulted lattice, to a stacking fault, to a twin or ε-martensite plate is 
schematically represented in Figure 5.3.  
The twinnability, or probability of forming a twin, of an fcc material has been 
described mathematically using the stacking fault energy, unstable stacking fault energy, 
and unstable twinning energy and has been calculated for fcc metals, excluding 
austenite.[138]–[140] A fundamental examination of the effects of alloying additions on 
the propensity to form a twin or an ε-martensite plate following an initial stacking fault, a 
second probability termed tripability must also be calculated. Initial unrelaxed results for 
pure Fe are presented in Figure 5.4. 
The energy barrier to form either a twin or an ε-martensite plate is significantly 
higher than that of forming an unstable stacking fault, although the formation of an 
epsilon plate has a slightly lower energy barrier of 2953 mJ/m
2


































































Figure 5.3 Schematic representation of the formation of a twin or ε-martensite plate in fcc 
iron. A) unfaulted fcc Fe lattice B) nucleation of leading partial dislocation or stacking 
fault C1) nucleation of twinning partial C2) nucleation of ε-martensite plate 
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Alloying effects may also significantly affect the twinnability and tripability of 
fcc iron. Alloying additions of Mn, Cr, Al, and Si are the most prominent in current alloy 
design and should be considered. Additionally, the location of alloying elements with 
respect to the original stacking fault and twining- or tripping-plane may significantly 




































Displacment [1/6 <112>] 
Twin
Epsilon
Figure 5.4 Interface energy of fcc iron after the creation of an unstable sacking fault (x = 
0.5), an intrinsic stacking fault (x = 1.0), and the unstable energy to create a twin or ε-














Table B.1. Raw data from VASP carbide stability calculations. Optimized energy is after 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table B.2. Calculation Parameters 
 
Structure Description NKPTS (irr kpts) ENCUT (eV) NBANDS
C element 13 13 11 126 342.4 12
V element 15 15 15 120 342.4 12
Nb element 15 15 15 120 342.4 12
VC bulk 17 17 17 165 342.4 12
VC(4) bulk 15 15 15 120 342.4 48
25%Nb 15 15 15 120 342.4 48
50%Nb 15 15 15 288 342.4 48
NbC(4) bulk 15 15 15 120 342.4 48
25%V 15 15 15 120 342.4 48
NbC bulk 17 17 17 165 342.4 12
VC(32) bulk 11 11 11 56 342.4 360
Nb-V1 11 11 11 56 342.4 360
V8C7 bulk 9 9 9 35 342.4 348
Nb-V1 9 9 9 125 342.4 348
Nb-V2 9 9 9 365 342.4 350
VC(18) bulk 11 11 9 120 342.4 212
Nb-V1 11 11 9 120 342.4 212
V6C5 bulk 11 11 9 120 342.4 194
Nb-V1 11 11 9 545 342.4 194
Nb-V2 11 11 9 545 342.4 194
Nb-V3 11 11 9 545 342.4 194
VC(9) bulk 11 11 11 146 342.4 106











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUPPLEMENTAL DATA: TABULATED STACKING FAULT ENERGY DATA 
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Table C.1. Raw data for stacking fault energy calculations of 6-layer nonmagnetic fcc Fe 
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